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Abstract

We analyze subglobal action to mitigate climate change with a consideration of recent
advances in the theory of international trade. Subglobal action impacts emissions in un-
constrained countries (carbon leakage) through international trade channels. Consequently,
estimates of the efficacy of subglobal action, tariffs on embodied carbon, and the distribu-
tion of policy costs will be sensitive to the assumed structure of international trade. While
most climate-policy models rely on an Armington (1969) structure of international trade,
recent empirical evidence supports a new theory suggested by Melitz (2003). We find signif-
icant quantitative and qualitative differences when we consider the Melitz trade structure.
These differences are important as an alternative, and arguably more plausible, represen-
tation of how trade and border adjustments interact with climate policy.
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1 Introduction

Over the past decade a consideration of the inherent heterogeneity of firms has lead to advances

in the theory of international trade. Melitz (2003) formalizes a relatively clear heterogeneous-

firms theory of trade, which forms the foundation for many of these advances. The Melitz the-

ory is one of monopolistic competition involving firms with different productivities deciding

whether to participate in the domestic market and whether to participate in each export mar-

ket. In this model industry-wide productivity is affected as more or less productive firms en-

gage in different markets. In the context of an empirical analysis of subglobal climate policy,

the heterogeneous-firms structure indicates important changes in a firm’s decision to engage

in foreign markets. The relative cost advantage gained by firms in energy-intensive industries

in non-abating countries will induce more firms to select into foreign markets. The competitive

advantage in non-abating countries is intensified as resources reallocate toward more produc-

tive export firms in non-abating regions and away from more productive export firms in abating

regions. With its focus on firm-level decisions to select different markets the Melitz theory in-

dicates a set of implications for international competitiveness that are currently unexplored in

the climate-policy literature.

In this study we examine subglobal carbon policy with a consideration of the theory devel-

oped by Melitz (2003) using an empirical general-equilibrium simulation model (similar to the

trade-policy application of the Melitz theory in Balistreri et al. (2011)). In a direct comparison

to a more traditional trade structure, we find significant quantitative and qualitative differences

under the Melitz formulation of trade. These differences are important as an alternative, and

arguably more realistic, representation of how trade and border adjustments interact with sub-

global climate policy. Our work is similar to Babiker (2005) in that we are interested in exploring

the impact of market structure on leakage measures. Babiker adopts an oligopoly structure with

strategic interactions to illustrate the scope for larger leakage rates when imperfectly competi-
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tive firms and market structure are considered. We further support these findings in the context

of a contemporary monopolistic-competition model.

We develop a multiregion trade model similar to many that have appeared in the climate-

policy literature with the exception that we assume production of the energy intensive man-

ufacturing (EIT) sector follows the Melitz theory.1. In order to contrast this treatment with

the standard assumptions, we compare results with an Armington (1969) structure model cali-

brated to a common benchmark dataset. The models are calibrated to a global equilibrium us-

ing GTAP 7 data, following the GTAP in GAMS methods and energy demand structure [Böhringer

and Rutherford (2011)]. The heterogeneous-firm specific parameters are taken from the struc-

tural estimates in Balistreri et al. (2011). The specific policy instruments that we consider in-

clude emissions restrictions by subglobal coalitions and carbon-based border adjustments ap-

plied to trade in energy intensive goods.

Balistreri et al. (2011) offer an extended review of the empirical literature that supports a

heterogeneous-firms international trade structure. Here we highlight some of the key findings

from that literature that would be applicable to our EIT sector. Central to the empirical findings

is the coexistence of very different firms within the same industry. Authors looking at firm-level

data [e.g., Bartelsman and Doms (2000), Bernard and Jensen (1999), and Roberts and Tybout

(1997)] show robust and persistent differences in productivities, size, and export behavior. Fur-

thermore, Aw et al. (2001) and Trefler (2004) provide evidence that policy can induce productiv-

ity changes likely due to within industry competitive selection of more or less productive firms.

Bustos (2011) looks specifically at the impact of trade on technology adoption. Of relevance to

climate policy, Batrakova and Davies (2010) provide evidence that firm-level export behavior is

1The EIT sector was agreed to as the aggregate manufacturing industry to focus on for the EMF model compar-
ison exercise on trade and border carbon adjustment. The EIT sector includes the metals, chemicals, rubber, plas-
tic, and minerals industries. While other manufacturing and service sectors are candidates for the heterogeneous-
firms formulation, these were aggregated into the all other goods (AOG) sector for the model comparison project.
Outside of the constraints of the model comparison project we have examined climate policy in a model that in-
cluded a Melitz style treatment of EIT and an aggregate other manufacturing industry [see Balistreri and Ruther-
ford (forthcoming)]
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linked to heterogeneity in energy intensities, and Martin (2012) uses Bustos’ model to exam-

ine the impact of trade on greenhouse gas emissions by Indian manufacturing firms. The clear

conclusion from this literature is that firm heterogeneity is an important feature of industrial

organization and trade.

Theories consistent with the empirical evidence on firm heterogeneity imply large compet-

itive effects; because, in addition to traditional trade-induced interindustry reallocations, there

are trade-induced intra-industry reallocations. A region that places restrictions on emissions

from energy intensive production raises production costs and therefore raises the threshold

for export engagement. This reallocates resources within the industry toward less productive

plants. In contrast, non-regulated regions experience a lowering of the export threshold (as

regulated-region prices increase) inducing a reallocation of resources, in the non-regulated re-

gions, toward more productive plants. Relative to unregulated regions productivity falls in reg-

ulated regions. The competitive effects of subglobal policy are, thus, potentially magnified un-

der a heterogeneous firms structure. Our goal here is to quantify these effects. Consistent with

our expectations, the heterogeneous-firms structure indicates larger competitive effects, larger

leakage rates (but more effective border adjustments), and substantially different conclusions

about policy burden shifting.

2 Model Description

In this section we offer a description of the empirical simulation model. Our model is similar

to other computable general equilibrium models established in the literature on global trade

and climate policy. In particular, our model is directly developed from the canonical model

presented by Böhringer and Rutherford (2011). The model includes the energy demand and

carbon accounting structure utilized by Böhringer et al. (2011). The added heterogeneous-firms

formulation follows directly from Balistreri and Rutherford (forthcoming). The Appendix of this
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Table 1: Scope of the Empirical Model

Regions: Goods: Factors:
EUR Europe OIL Refined oil products LAB Labor
USA United States GAS Natural Gas CAP Capital
RUS Russia ELE Electricity RES Natural Resources
RA1 Rest of Annex 1 COL Coal
CHN China CRU Crude Oil
IND India EIT Energy Intensive
EEX Energy Exporting TRN Transportation
MIC Middle-High Income, n.e.c. AOG All other goods
LIC Low Income Countries, n.e.c.

paper offers a derivation of the heterogeneous-firms specific equilibrium conditions, and we

offer a non-technical overview of the new theory in the text that follows.

The simulation model is calibrated to an aggregation of the GTAP 7 data. We include nine

regions, eight production sectors, and three primary factors of production. Table 1 shows the

regions and sectors included. The first six regions are important players in the formation of car-

bon policy. The Europe aggregate region includes the European Union and all European FTA

partners. The rest of Annex 1 aggregate region includes Canada, Japan, Australia, New Zealand,

Turkey, Belarus, and the Ukraine. The energy-exporting region (EEX) includes the oil rich Mid-

dle Eastern, African, and South American countries (roughly consistent with OPEC nations).

The remainder of the world is divided into two aggregates based on World Bank income classi-

fications.

Our aggregation of goods (or production sectors) reflects the minimal set of goods necessary

for our analysis of carbon policy and border adjustments applied to energy intensive and trade

exposed sectors. The commodity aggregation include three fuels (OIL, GAS, and COL), where

the purchase of a fuel indicates emissions of CO2 based on the carbon content of the fuel. The

crude oil sector (CRU) is tracked, which provides the input for the oil refining sector. The final

energy good is electricity (ELE). We also include the transportation sector because of its emis-
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sions intensity and important role as an input to international trade. We aggregate the energy

intensive and trade exposed sectors into, EIT, which includes ferrous and non-ferrous metals,

non-metallic minerals production, chemicals, rubber, and plastics. The final sector is the catch

all AOG sector which includes other manufactured products, agriculture, and services.

In Table 1 we also list the primary factors of production: labor, capital, and resources. The

resource inputs to fossil fuel extraction (the GAS, COL, and CRU sectors) is sector specific. The

elasticity of substitution between the sector-specific resource and other inputs controls the

supply elasticity in these sectors (see Böhringer and Rutherford (2011), Appendix D). How fuel

prices respond to climate policy is largely determined by the calibrated supply elasticity. This

can be an important channel for leakage that is induced by lower fuel prices faced by unreg-

ulated regions. Models that do not consider sector-specific resource inputs can generate sup-

ply responses that are inconsistent with econometric evidence, and therefore understated fuel-

price induced leakage.

Different commodities within the model have different trade treatments. Our intent is to

balance empirical relevance with a relatively parsimonious model that can illustrate the im-

pact of the structural innovation. The innovative heterogeneous-firms structure is only applied

to the energy intensive manufacturing sector (EIT). This isolates the structural variation on a

specific, but relatively important, sector that is characteristic of the empirical evidence sug-

gesting firm heterogeneity. In contrast, the treatment of international trade in crude oil (CRU)

is assumed to follow a homogenous goods model, so the law of one price (net of trade and

transport) holds for CRU.2 All other traded goods are assumed to follow the standard Armington

treatment of trade in regionally differentiated goods. The remainder of this section focuses on a

non-technical description of the heterogeneous-firms treatment of the EIT sector. The deriva-

2Many empirical climate-policy models adopt a homogeneous goods formulation for crude oil, reflecting the
high substitutability between crude oil sourced from different regions. This assumption is supported by the em-
pirical estimates made by Balistreri et al. (2010a), who estimate an Armington elasticity for crude oil of 23. An
estimated substitution elasticity of 23 is arguably close to a perfect substitutes model and high enough to justify a
homogeneous goods treatment.
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tion of the algebraic conditions can be found in the Appendix and a more detailed derivation is

offered by Balistreri and Rutherford (forthcoming).

Melitz (2003) suggests a model of international trade in which firms engage in monopo-

listic competition within and across borders. The purchasers of goods have a preference for

variety, and each firm is assumed to provide a unique (although symmetric) variety. Formally,

we assume a Dixit-Stiglitz aggregation of firm-level output in the EIT sector.3 Firms differ (are

heterogeneous) in that they face different production costs. Firms operate under a simple tech-

nology where a composite input is used on a fixed cost and a constant marginal cost. Marginal

cost, however, is dependent on a firm-specific productivity draw,φω, whereω∈Ω indexes firms

(or, equivalently, varieties). A firm’s marginal cost is given by its regional composite-input price

(cr ) divided by its firm-specific productivity. Marginal cost for firm ω equals cr /φω. The pro-

ductivity draws are assumed to come from a Pareto distribution with curvature a and lower

support b . The cumulative distribution is given by G (φ) = 1− � b
φ

�a
. If we let f r s indicate the

fixed cost associated with supplying from source region r into market s in composite input

units, the total cost associated with producing qr sω units in r for market s by firm ω is given

by cr f r s + cr qr sω/φω. Under this structure, of heterogeneous increasing-returns technologies

across firms, competitive selection becomes a key component of the equilibrium.

Competitive selection within the Melitz structure depends on the profitability of firms across

various markets. Initially firms decide if they will enter the market by paying to see their real-

ization of φω. The model includes a free-entry condition which balances the value of the entry

payment with expected profits. Once a firm enters the payment is sunk and has no further

impact on the firm’s decisions.

Give a productivity realization,φω, the firm must then make a decision on how much output

to produce (if any) and in which markets it will participate. Some firms drawing a low φω will

3Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) formalized the love-of-variety specification of preferences that forms the foundation
for most contemporary monopolistic competition models.
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find that their costs are so high that it is unprofitable to operate in any markets. These firms

simply exit. Other firms, with a higher φω draw, will observe their firm-level demand and find

it profitable to operate in their domestic market (presuming that f r r < f r s∀r ̸= s ). For firms

with an even higher φω draw it may be profitable to produce output for the domestic market

and to produce output for export markets. A firm that operates in multiple markets carries the

same φω but faces the market specific fixed operating cost f r s . The condition that determines

the competitive selection of firms into the various bilateral markets is the zero-cutoff-profit

condition. This condition balances the bilateral fixed cost with the profits of the marginal firm

supplying the market. Firms drawing a productivity above the marginal firm’s productivity will

supply the market; where as, firms drawing a lower productivity will not. Melitz (2003) derives

the relevant free-entry and zero-cutoff-profits conditions necessary to fully specify the trade

equilibrium. In Balistreri and Rutherford (forthcoming) we develop the methodology necessary

to adopt the Melitz theory for application in large scale policy simulation models.

3 Calibration

With the exception of the heterogeneous-firms sector we adopt a standard multi-sector multi-

region computable general equilibrium (CGE) calibration. Nested constant elasticity of substi-

tution (CES) expenditure and production functions are calibrated to the GTAP 7 global social ac-

counts, and we adopt the nesting structure and elasticities proposed by Böhringer and Ruther-

ford (2011). A few modifications are needed, however, for the EIT (heterogeneous-firms) sector.

Differentiation is at the firm level, so we eliminate the import-import versus import-domestic

nesting. To maintain a clean comparison across structures the simplified nesting for EIT is also

applied in the Armington model. The production technologies for EIT are unaltered, but in the

heterogeneous-firms model the output is interpreted as a composite input available to the firms

facing the increasing returns technology. The sunk, fixed, and all variable costs are incurred in
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terms of expenditures on the composite input.

The heterogeneous-firms formulation also requires a set of additional parameters that do

not appear in the Armington model. We establish the elasticity of substitution between vari-

eties, σE I T = 3.8, based on the plant-level analysis of Bernard et al. (2003); and the parameters

of the Pareto distribution, a = 4.6 and b = 0.2, based on the structural estimation by Balistreri

et al. (2011).4 We also use Balistreri et al. (2011) to give us a set of the bilateral fixed costs ( f r s ),

although our experiments are not sensitive to these values.5 The calibration proceeds by using

the fixed cost estimates and the substitution elasticity to establish the revenues of the average

firm operating in each bilateral market (p̃r s q̃r s ) based on the zero-cutoff-profit condition, and

a typical choice of units such that the cost of a unit of the composite input is one. With average-

firm revenues established we can calculate the benchmark measure of the number of operating

firms (Nr s ), by noting that the value of trade from the accounts must equal the number of firms

times firm-level revenues.

A measure of the total number of firms entered (M r ) can be chosen at an arbitrary level

above the maximum number of operating firms (we must have Nr s/M r ∈ (0,1)∀r,s ). The free-

entry condition along with the choice of scale on M r establishes the sunk cost payment. Again,

this is a choice of scale on M r and does not impact our counterfactual analysis. With the ra-

tios of the operating to entered firms established we can establish the calibrated productivity of

the average firm in each market, φ̃r s from the elasticity and the parameters of the Pareto distri-

bution. Choosing composite units such that the price is one, we can recover the average-firm

4Calibrated firm-level operating profits are directly determined by optimal pricing and our choice of σE I T . As
an alternative one might consider using a measure of observed profits to calibrateσE I T .

5Perhaps surprisingly, our experiments are insensitive to the scale and distribution of benchmark fixed costs
assumed. This is not to say that fixed costs are not important in the Melitz structure. Rather the ex ante value
assumed for f r s must be accommodated within a system of fixed markups (which exactly cover fixed costs) and
an expenditure system consistent with observed trade. Higher assumed values of f r s must directly indicate higher
revenues per firm, and this simply means a lower, calibrated, initial number of firms. The expenditure system
must accommodate the value of trade by assigning more value to each variety (or equivalently calibrating to lower
unobserved variable trade costs). Details concerning this are covered in Balistreri and Rutherford (forthcoming,
Section 5)
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price, p̃r s , and therefore quantity from the established firm-level revenues. The only remaining

parameter in the calibration is a value for the unobserved bilateral trade costs (or equivalently

the bilateral taste bias parameter). These are recovered from the optimal markup condition.6

Balistreri and Rutherford (forthcoming) provide a more detailed account of the calibration pro-

cedure and how it relates to a standard Armington calibration.

4 Scenarios

Maintaining focus on our objective of highlighting the impact of the structural treatments we

adopt a small number of scenarios that are consistent with the model comparison scenarios.

These include three structural treatments, three policy cases (including business as usual), and

sensitivity over three potential subglobal coalitions.7 Table 2 outlines the scenario variations.

The base year for our comparative-static comparison is 2004, consistent with the raw GTAP 7

data. Variations on the projected base year (2004 versus 2020) and an exploration of how much

carbon leakage is driven by the fossil fuel price channel are considered in the broader model

comparison study and in other specific papers in this special issue. For the purpose of this

paper we aim at a direct comparison of the structural assumptions, and, thus, concentrate on a

few basic scenarios.

The first structure is a standard Armington model, Armington (Low), where “Low” refers

to the elasticity of substitution between regional varieties in the EIT sector, σE I T = 3.8. This

substitution elasticity is based on the value adopted in the heterogeneous-firms formulation.

In the second treatment, Armington (High), we maintain the Armington structure of trade

6Balistreri and Rutherford (forthcoming) explain the irrelevance of choosing to interpret the calibration residual
as an unobserved iceberg cost factor or an idiosyncratic bilateral taste bias in a situation where there is no explicit
structure assumed for unobserved costs and these costs are not manipulated in the course of counterfactual ex-
periments.

7Our scenarios are not particularly policy relevant, in that they do no adopt specific Copenhagen-Cancun
pledges, for example. Our scenarios are taken directly from the core model comparison exercises and offer a clear
set of experiments that highlight the impact of the added structure. Although we are interested in informing policy
with future work, our goal here is to offer a concise presentation of the key structural comparisons.
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Table 2: Scenario variations

Structure Policy Coalition
ARM_Low BAU EUR

ARM_High REF A1xR

Melitz BCA A1xR_CHN

but increase the elasticity of substitution to σE I T = 5.6, which is equal to the heterogeneous-

firms Pareto shape parameter plus one (a + 1).8 In the third treatment, Melitz, we adopt the

heterogeneous-firms trade structure for the EIT sector. The trade response parameters un-

der the Melitz treatment are set at the values adopted and estimated by Balistreri et al. (2011):

σE I T = 3.8 and a = 4.6. The three treatments are intended to offer a comparison of the Melitz

structure to variations in standard Armington models that might adopt varying degrees of trade

response.

The policy scenarios that we consider include a no-policy business as usual case, a reference

subglobal carbon policy case, and a case where the subglobal carbon policy is augmented by

border adjustments. The policy scenarios are as follows:

• BAU: business as usual (no policy) case;

• REF: reference policy, which is a reduction in global emissions equal to 20% of coalition

emissions; and

• BCA: full border carbon adjustment scenario, where the coalition meets the emissions

target but also imposes embodied-carbon tariffs and export rebates on energy intensive

8Balistreri et al. (2010b) and Arkolakis et al. (2012) show that a simplified Armington model can generate trade
responses equivalent to a Melitz model if the Armington elasticity is set equal to the Pareto shape parameter plus
one (a + 1). Of course, the empirically relevant features of our climate-policy model (multiple sectors, multi-
ple inputs including intermediates, and rent generating trade distortions) breaks the Arkolakis et al. (2012) tight
equivalence results (see Balistreri et al. (2011)). Setting σE I T = a + 1 in the Armington (High) instance indicates
that the differences we show in our results are robust over a range of Armington elasticities, which includes the
Arkolakis et al. (2012) equivalence value. An elasticity of substitution of 5.6 is also generally consistent with the
import-import elasticities provided in the GTAP data for the energy-intensive subaggregate sectors. The GTAP
elasticities are reported in Dimaranan et al. (2006).
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trade.

In the reference scenario, the coalition emissions reductions are met at least cost in terms of

a comprehensive coverage of all sources and an equalized emissions price across all coalition

countries.9 The policy is implemented as a uniform carbon price (or tax) within the coalition,

with a level set to achieve the global emissions target in the general equilibrium. For a given

coalition the welfare results across the reference and border adjustment scenarios are compa-

rable because the coalition carbon price is adjusted to hold fixed global emissions.10 In the

full border adjustment scenario, the sectors subject to the border adjustments are EIT and OIL

(refined petroleum) due to the high volume of trade in these products and their emissions in-

tensity.

The embodied carbon, which forms the tax base for the border adjustments, is calculated

as direct production emissions and the indirect emissions associated with electricity inputs.11

As an alternative to our limited measure of embodied carbon, one might consider using multi-

region input-output techniques to calculate the full indirect carbon content. Others contribut-

ing to this special issue explore model sensitivity to different measures of embodied carbon.

Our method captures most of the associated emissions and is consistent with the standard-

ized model comparison scenario treatment. Policies based on direct and associated electricity

emissions are arguably more realistic, given the administrative, monitoring, and legal costs as-

9We did run the model under an assumption that each coalition country or region implements an independent
domestic policy, so emissions prices would vary across countries. The results under this assumption were not par-
ticularly informative regarding our focus on comparing the trade structures, and they did not significantly impact
our findings on leakage and welfare. The results from these sensitivity runs are available from the authors.

10The uniform carbon price is endogenously determined to meet the overall global target. This offers a fair wel-
fare comparison over policy scenarios and structural assumptions, because the environmental impact of the policy
is held fixed while there may be significant variation in the leakage rates. Technically, for our welfare impacts to be
comparable we have to assume that environmental benefits are separable from modeled private consumption and
that environmental benefits are solely determined by the level of emissions. Under these assumptions constant
emissions across scenarios allows us to measure welfare from private consumption without explicitly tackling the
controversial issue of environmental valuations.

11The OIL sector is not taxed on the carbon content of the actual product, just the carbon emissions associated
with its production (refining). This is the correct treatment to avoid a double taxation of the carbon content of the
fuel (both at the border and at the point that it is burned).
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sociated with carbon based border charges. Further, notice that under a heterogeneous firms

theory the input-output method is flawed because the average export firm is unlikely to have

the same emissions profile as the average firm within an industry.12 Input-output measures of

the embodied carbon in trade will be overstated, to the extent that the heterogeneous-firms

model predicts that it is efficient (high productivity) firms that engage in international trade.

We focus on a coalition that includes the Annex 1 countries (except Russia), but we also

consider variations were we reduce the coalition to only include Europe and expand the Annex 1

coalition to include China. The labels associated with these coalitions are as follows: EUR, A1xR,

A1xR_CHN. These coalitions are consistent with the coalition variations included in the broader

model comparison exercise. Table 2 summarizes the scenario variations that we include in this

paper.

5 Results

We find important quantitative and qualitative differences between the Armington and Melitz

treatments. One of the most interesting differences that we see in the results concerns burden

shifting. To some degree the Armington model limits trade responses relative to the initial cali-

bration point and fails to account for the productivity changes predicted by the Melitz structure.

In our Armington treatment emissions reductions by the A1xR coalition imposes welfare losses

across the non-coalition even in the absence of border adjustments. This is a robust finding

across Armington models that appear in the literature.13 In the Melitz simulations, however,

we show welfare gains for the non-coalition. Coalition policies offer a competitive advantage

for energy intensive production in non-coalition regions. Relative to an Armington structure,

12Batrakova and Davies (2010) provide evidence that selection into export status is consistent with lower fuel
consumption by high fuel intensity firms.

13Of the thirteen sets of preliminary model results submitted to the model comparison project for the Oslo (SSB,
November 17-18) meeting only our Melitz model indicated welfare gains for the non-coalition under theREF-A1xR
scenario. All of the other models formulated EIT trade as Armington and all indicated welfare losses for the non-
coalition.
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Figure 1: Coalition and non-coalition policy burdens (A1xR Coalition)
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the intra-industry reallocation of non-coalition resources into more productive firms increases

overall productivity. This non-coalition productivity boost translates into overall non-coalition

welfare improvements. Figure 1 illustrates this key difference across the structural assump-

tions.14

Another interesting qualitative difference to notice across structures (in Figure 1) is that,

under the Melitz structure, coalition welfare remains below its BAU level when border mea-

sures are imposed. In contrast the Armington structures indicates small coalition gains in the

BCA scenario. The explanation for this difference can be traced to differences in optimal tariffs

across structures. It is well known that the Armington structure implies large optimal tariffs

(even for relatively small countries).15 In an Armington model regions supply unique varieties

to the world market at marginal cost leaving significant room for the policy authority to exercise

regional market power through a beggar-thy-neighbor tariff. Balistreri and Markusen (2009) ex-

14 Consistent with the standards established in the model comparison exercise, welfare for a group of regions is
calculated as follows. We sum the values of household consumption across regions and deflate the resulting value
by a world price index. The price index is the consumption-weighted average of regional unit-expenditure indexes.

15This feature of Armington models is critiqued by Brown (1987) and Balistreri and Markusen (2009).
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plain, however, that this is not the case in monopolistic competition models. Under monopo-

listic competition firms set export prices according to an optimal markup, which reduces the

optimal tariff. With a lower optimal tariff in the Melitz model the coalition is less able to ex-

tract rents from the non-coalition. Although the addition of carbon tariffs always improves the

coalition’s position relative to the REF scenario, in the Melitz model the coalition suffers a loss

relative to the BAU case. The majority of the burden of carbon tariffs still falls on non-coalition

regions, however, across structures. In fact, the slight increase in coalition welfare in the Arm-

ington BCA runs relative to BAU is driven by the choice of deflator (see footnote 14), because the

welfare as measured by equivalent variation of each of the component regions falls slightly. Ta-

bles 3 and 4 report the true equivalent variation welfare impacts decomposed by region. Welfare

is reported as changes in money metric household utility from private consumption. It is the

value of household consumption deflated by the true-cost-of-living index (the unit expenditure

index) for that region.

We see in Table 3 that the Melitz structure indicates individual non-coalition regions bene-

fitting from the REF carbon policy, except for Russia, RUS. Even the EEX region, which is heavily

dependent on energy exports, benefits due to the expansion of its energy intensive production

sectors. In all of the non-coalition regions the Melitz structure indicates substantial competitive

effects as energy intensive production expands. Figure 2 reports the impacts on non-coalition

EIT production under the REF scenario.16 We see dramatic expansion of EIT production in the

energy exporting regions (EEX and RUS), but the total non-coalition change is dominated by

the large players. In the benchmark 43% and 36% of non-coalition EIT production takes place

in China and the Middle-income regions. Overall non-coalition production of EIT expands by

8%, which is significantly higher than the 1% and 2% observed under the Armington Low and

Armington High structures.

16In Figure 2 for the Melitz model we report percentage changes in composite input supply. This gives us a
measure of output that is comparable with the output changes in the constant-returns Armington models. Given
productivity increases a measure of firm-level output would indicate even larger changes.
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Table 3: Reference (REF) Scenario Regional Welfare Impacts (A1xR Coalition, % EV)

Region BAU ($B) Armington(Low) Armington(High) Melitz
USA 8,267 -0.19 -0.22 -0.60
EUR 8,075 -0.35 -0.38 -0.69
RA1 3,914 -0.40 -0.44 -1.35
MIC 2,330 -0.13 -0.05 1.24
CHN 796 -0.33 -0.29 0.26
EEX 848 -2.28 -2.14 0.37
IND 434 0.35 0.36 0.37
LIC 349 -0.34 -0.32 0.10
RUS 292 -3.78 -3.53 -0.93

Table 4: Border Carbon Adjustment (BCA) Scenario Regional Welfare Impacts (A1xR Coalition,
% EV)

Region BAU ($B) Armington(Low) Armington(High) Melitz
USA 8,267 -0.14 -0.15 -0.29
EUR 8,075 -0.27 -0.26 -0.19
RA1 3,914 -0.33 -0.35 -0.63
MIC 2,330 -0.19 -0.17 0.29
CHN 796 -0.40 -0.43 -0.79
EEX 848 -2.68 -2.67 -2.21
IND 434 0.29 0.26 0.15
LIC 349 -0.43 -0.45 -0.76
RUS 292 -5.00 -5.11 -6.00
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Figure 2: Non-coalition EIT output response (A1xR coalition, REF scenario)
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The welfare loss shown in Table 3 for RUS is particularly interesting. Both RUS and EEX rely

heavily on energy exports indicating exposure to foreign emissions reductions, but both regions

benefit from dramatic expansion of their energy intensive industries. So, the question is why

does welfare fall in RUS? The explanation requires a closer look at the Melitz model reactions.

First, relative to EEX, strong energy-intensive import links with the West leave RUS more ex-

posed to import-side variety effects. As the coalition imposes emissions limits the number of

coalition firms participating in trade falls. This reduces the number of varieties available to

RUS on its relatively thick import links with the West, which adversely affects welfare through

the Dixit-Stiglitz love-of-variety effect. The second important factor leading to welfare losses in

RUS is the initial location of the marginal export firm on the productivity distribution. As we

explain in Balistreri and Rutherford (forthcoming, p.40) the productivity gains from trade ex-

pansion will depend on the location of the marginal export firm relative to the industry-wide

average productivity.17 Given the lack of development of the EIT sector in the EEX region, trade

17In fact, aggregate industry productivity can fall with trade expansion (see Balistreri and Rutherford, forthcom-
ing, p.40), because average firm productivity must fall within a given bilateral market even as the weight on export
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expansion leads to a more robust productivity gain for EEX relative to RUS. This is because the

productivity of the marginal export firm in EEX is well above the industry average. With all the

effects accounted for we see that EEX welfare increases by about 0.4% in the reference scenario,

where as RUS welfare falls by about 0.9%.

The large impacts on the global distribution of energy intensive production that we observe

under the Melitz structure translate into larger leakage rates. Under the A1xR coalition, for

example, the carbon leakage rate under the Melitz treatment is 19%, where as under the Arm-

ington Low and Armington High treatments it is 13% and 14%.18 Our results indicate that the

competitive channel for carbon leakage might be more important than previously estimated

using Armington models. However, the enhanced trade response does indicate that border

measures are more effective. With full border adjustments applied (the BCA scenario), leakage

rates are roughly cut in half with Melitz trade, while only reduced by about one third under the

Armington structure. Table 5 reports the leakage rates. The REF leakage rates are much higher

under the Melitz structure, but because border adjustments are more effective the overall BCA

leakage rates are similar. One interesting result shown in Table 5 is that under the Melitz struc-

ture border adjustments actually drive the leakage rate for Russia negative. Energy intensive

production in Russia suffers from the border adjustments and once we account for the com-

petitive selection of firms and the adverse income effects overall Russian emissions go down.

Figure 3 gives an indication of the overall scope of the A1xR-coalition scenario in terms of

production increases. In a situation where the marginal export firm has a productivity below the industry-wide
average (across all markets) productivity will fall, although this situation was only observed once in the Balistreri
and Rutherford (forthcoming) empirical simulations.

18Our central estimates of leakage within the Melitz structure are dependent on the particular parameter as-
sumptions. The leakage rates are correlated with the key trade response parameter, which is a the Pareto shape
parameter, although we do not find a great deal of sensitivity. At the lower (3.9), central (4.6), and upper (5.2) es-
timates of a from Balistreri et al. (2011) we estimate leakage rates under the A1xR coalition scenarios of 18.3%,
19.1%, and 19.9%. Given that this covers are relatively broad range of estimates of a , we find that the leakage esti-
mates under the Melitz structure are within a relatively tight range that does not include the estimates of leakage
rates found under the Armington structure.
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Table 5: Carbon Leakage Rates (%) decomposed by region (A1xR Coalition)

Armington(Low) Armington(High) Melitz
REF BCA REF BCA REF BCA

Total
Leakage Rate: 12.5 9.4 13.5 9.3 19.1 9.5
By Region:
MIC 4.3 4.1 4.5 4.2 5.9 5.0
EEX 2.5 1.7 2.8 1.8 5.7 2.6
CHN 2.4 1.9 2.6 1.8 2.6 1.5
RUS 1.6 0.2 1.8 0.2 3.3 -0.6
IND 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.7
LIC 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.3

CO2 price. The coalition cap adjusts to compensate for leakage (so the overall global emissions

target is met). This is reflected in higher CO2 prices under the Melitz structure, and lower CO2

prices once border adjustments are added. In the border adjustment scenarios the leakage rates

are roughly consistent, and this indicates roughly consistent carbon prices (all about $42). This

indicates that we are effectively controlling energy demand in the experiments that vary the

trade structure. The differences that we observe across structures are not attributed to funda-

mentally different energy responses. Rather the differences that we observe across structures

are driven by trade responses and the competitive selection of firms.

In Figure 4 we explore the sensitivity of our key finding that the non-coalition benefits

from subglobal emissions limits by varying the assumed distribution of firm productivities.

The Pareto shape parameter, a , determines the degree to which competitive selection impacts

trade, with larger trade and productivity reactions associated with larger value of a . We base

our central value of a = 4.6 on the central, preferred, estimate in Balistreri et al. (2011) (which

is also roughly consistent with the implied value of a = 4.2 from Eaton et al. (2004)). In Figure 4

we illustrate policy burdens under the range of estimates of a provided in Balistreri et al. (2011).

We find that the non-coalition benefits from subglobal emissions limits are indeed sensitive to
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Figure 3: Carbon prices over different structures (A1xR coalition)
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the value of a , with the benefits being almost entirely eliminated at the lower a value. At lower

values of a the productivity benefits enjoyed by the non-coalition are muted and they gain little

competitive advantage.

We now explore the sensitivity of our central findings to coalition size. As we scale the coali-

tion size down to only include Europe (which significantly reduces the global emissions target),

the key burden shifting results are muted but not eliminated. Figure 5 shows that, although

the non-coalition does not benefit under the Europe only reference scenario, it faces smaller

losses. In contrast, when the coalition expands to include China the non-coalition benefits

(under the reference scenario) increase rather dramatically. The productivity expansion and

net entry of new varieties into the world market by non-coalition firms becomes increasingly

more important the more comprehensive is the coalition coverage. Although leakage rates fall

with more coverage (see Figure 7), the welfare benefits of being outside the coalition intensify.

Border adjustments indicate an interesting pattern of burden shifting. The cost to the coali-

tion of imposing border adjustments is monotonically increasing with coalition size (starting
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Figure 4: Policy-burden sensitivity to productivity distribution (A1xR Coalition)
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with benefits and moving to costs), and the cost to the non-coalition of the border adjustments

reaches a max and then diminishes once the coalition becomes large.

An important lesson here is that gradualism to a global coalition is unlikely. Nations outside

the coalition have more and more to lose by joining the coalition in the case without border

adjustments. If the coalition tries to use border adjustments strategically, to persuade non-

coalition nations to join, the efficacy of the border adjustments to punish the non-coalition is

diminishing. Moving from the A1xR coalition to the A1xR_CHN coalition we see that the welfare

cost of the border adjustments on the non-coalition are reduced, while the welfare costs to the

coalition are increased. The national incentives do not seem to favor evolution toward a global

coalition.

Figure 6 indicates the carbon price sensitivity to the coalition size. As the coalition expands

the global target expands, but the opportunity to meet the target with low cost emissions re-

ductions also expands. We model the policy as a uniform carbon tax imposed on all coalition

emissions, so marginal abatement costs are equalized across coalition sources. Reducing the

coalition to only include Europe increases the carbon price because Europe is a relatively high
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Figure 5: Sensitivity of burden shifting to coalition size (Melitz structure)
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Figure 6: Sensitivity of carbon price to coalition size and border adjustments (Melitz structure)
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Figure 7: Sensitivity of leakage rates to coalition size and border adjustments (Melitz structure)
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abatement cost region. In contrast carbon prices fall with the inclusion of China which is a rel-

atively low abatement cost region. Carbon prices are lower under border adjustments as the

overall coalition cap is reduced to compensate for lower leakage rates. This effect is reduced

with larger coalitions, because the differential between border adjustment and non-border ad-

justment leakage rates falls. Figure 7 shows the overall leakage rates across the different coali-

tions. Consistent with our previous results we show high leakage rates (relative to the literature

based Armington models), but we also show that border adjustments are more effective at re-

ducing leakage.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we consider subglobal carbon policy under a recently proposed alternative trade

theory. The theory includes the competitive selection of heterogeneous firms engaged in mo-

nopolistic competition and international trade. Following Babiker (2005) our consideration of
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imperfect competition and market structure is in contrast to the majority of the climate policy

literature, which adopts a perfect competition Armington structure. We assess the sensitivity

of conclusions regarding burden shifting, carbon leakage, and the efficacy of border adjust-

ments under the alternative structural assumptions. There is substantial empirical evidence

supporting the heterogeneous-firms structure, and to this extent the differences that we find

are important considerations for future research. In sum, we find that the heterogeneous-firms

structure indicates larger competitive effects, larger leakage rates (but more effective border

adjustments), and substantially different conclusions about policy burden shifting.

It is often presumed that regions that opt out of a subglobal agreement will benefit as they

enjoy lower fuel prices, enhanced demand for their energy intensive export goods, and the

public-good spillovers associated with climate action. Somewhat surprisingly, current model-

ing exercises show welfare declines for unregulated regions. Clearly, the issue of public benefits

from climate action are difficult to quantify. We highlight, however, that the structural assump-

tions of contemporary models can also be a source of bias on private benefits. We do find that

private welfare is driven higher in most non-coalition countries due to competitive effects. We

show larger trade responses in the energy intensive goods emphasizing the competitive effects

of climate policy. This result is driven by endogenous productivity and entry dynamics that are

not considered in the standard Armington formulation of trade.

One critical lesson that we bring away from our simulations is that gradualism toward a

global coalition is not favored. The more comprehensive is the coalition the more intense are

the welfare benefits that accrue to the non-coalition. Outsiders find it more and more costly

to join the coalition in terms of giving up their competitive advantage. This is shown at the

industry level in Armington models, but under the advanced trade structure we show it at the

national or regional welfare level. Border measures might be used to counteract this effect, as

the non-coalition suffers under border adjustments. Our results show, however, that the effi-

cacy of border adjustments to reduce non-coalition welfare diminishes under large coalitions.
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A Appendix: Heterogeneous-firms Trade Theory

In this appendix we describe the heterogeneous-firms trade structure as it is applied to the EIT

sector in this study. The structure described here replaces the Armington aggregation that ap-

pears in a standard computable general equilibrium (CGE) model. To simplify our description

we take as given regional demand for the EIT composite of firm level varieties. This is given

by the variable QE I T,r which includes intermediate demand and final demand for EIT in re-

gion r . In a standard CGE model QE I T,r would represent demand for the Armington composite

of regional varieties, but in our case it is demand for the Dixit-Stiglitz composite of firm-level

varieties from around the world. In addition, we take as given the upstream supply of the com-

posite input to EIT firms in each region. Denote this supply YE I T,r . In a standard CGE model

YE I T,r would represent industry output. In the present structure, however, YE I T,r is demanded by

the heterogeneous firms for use in covering sunk costs, bilateral fixed costs, as well as operating

variable costs.

The composite used in final and intermediate demand is assumed to be made up of a con-

tinuum of firm varieties. Using the dual form we specify the Dixit-Stiglitz price index for this

composite commodity in region s . Let ωr s ∈ Ωr index the differentiated EIT products sourced

from region r shipped into region s . Let pr s (ωr s ) be the gross price of variety ωr s and let σE I T

be the constant elasticity of substitution between the varieties. The price index is given by

Ps =

∑
r

∫
ωr s

[pr s (ωr s )]1−σE I T dωr s

 1
1−σE I T

. (1)

Melitz (2003) simplifies the price index by specifying the price set by a representative firm from

region r supplying market s . Denote this price p̃r s which is the gross price set by the firm en-

gaged in exporting from r to s that has the CES-weighted average productivity. Using this price,

and scaling it up by the measure of the number of firms, Nr s , operating on the r to s link, we
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have Melitz’s simplified price index:

Ps =

∑
r

Nr s (p̃r s )1−σE I T

1/(1−σE I T )

, (2)

Notice that trade costs and policy instruments do not enter equation (2), which is consistent

with our definition of p̃r s as gross of these margins. Trade costs and trade policy distortions

will enter the optimal markup equation. The quantity supplied by the average firm must satisfy

demand which is derived by applying the envelope theorem to the dual form of the aggregation:

q̃r s =QE I T,s

�
Ps

p̃r,s

�σE I T

. (3)

Consider a small profit-maximizing firm facing this demand. Consistent with the large-

group monopolistic competition assumption, the small firm does not consider its impact on

the aggregate price index (Ps ). Now, let cr indicate the price of the composite EIT input in region

r , and let φ̃r s indicate the productivity of the firm (such that the marginal cost of production is

cr /φ̃r s ). Setting marginal cost equal to marginal revenue yields the optimal markup condition

for the average firm:

p̃r s =
crτr s (1+ tr s )
(1−1/σE I T )φ̃r s

, (4)

where we introduce τr s as a calibrated iceberg trade cost factor. Equivalently, we could reinter-

pret τr s as a calibrated idiosyncratic taste bias [see Balistreri and Rutherford (forthcoming)]. In

that case the τr s act as quality adjustments that normalize the prices as they enter equation (2).

The other introduced trade costs are the ad valorem tariff rates, given by tr s .

To determine which firms operate in which market we need to identify the marginal firm

(earning zero profits) in each bilateral market, and then relate the marginal firm to the average

firm through a well specified productivity distribution. Let M r indicate the mass of region-r

firms that are entered (in that they have incurred the sunk cost). These firms are assumed to
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receive their productivity draw from a Pareto distribution with probability density

g (φ) =
a

φ

�
b

φ

�a
; (5)

and cumulative distribution

G (φ) = 1−
�

b

φ

�a
, (6)

where a is the shape parameter and b is the minimum productivity. On each bilateral link

there will be a productivity levelφ∗r s at which optimal pricing yields zero profits. A firm drawing

φ∗r s is the marginal firm. Firms drawing a productivity above φ∗r s will earn positive profits and,

therefore, operate, but firms drawing a productivity belowφ∗r s will choose not to operate on the

r to s link.

Denoting the fixed cost (in composite input units) associated with operating on the r to s

link as f r s , the marginal firm earns zero profits at

cr f r s =
r (φ∗r s )

σE I T (1+ tr s )
, (7)

where r (φ∗r s ) is the revenue of the marginal firm which depends on the location of φ∗r s . Follow-

ing Melitz (2003), however, we simplify the model by defining all of the conditions in terms of

the average firm, rather than the marginal firm. To do this we need to relate the productivities

and revenues of the average firm relative to the marginal firm in each market. Noting that there

will be Nr s/M r = 1−G (φ∗r s ) firms operating we can integrate over that portion of the Pareto

distribution to find the CES weighted average productivity φ̃r s as a function of the marginal

productivity:

φ̃r s =
�

a

a +1−σE I T

� 1
σE I T −1

φ∗r s . (8)

Given the firm-level demand and pricing conditions [equations (3) and (4)]we can establish the
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ratio of the revenues of the average to the marginal firm:

r (φ̃r s )
r (φ∗r s )

=

�
φ̃r s

φ∗r s

�σE I T−1

. (9)

Equations (8) and (9) allow us to represent (7) purely in terms of the average firm. This is the key

zero-cutoff-profits condition that determines the number of firms operating in each bilateral

market:

cr f r s =
p̃r s q̃r s

(1+ tr s )
(a +1−σE I T )

aσE I T
. (10)

As the optimal markup condition depends on φ̃r s we need to determine this in equilibrium.

Given a value of the fraction of operating firms Nr s/M h,r = 1−G (φ∗r s ), we can solve for φ∗r s and

substitute it out of (8):

φ̃r s =b

�
a

a +1−σE I T

�1/(σE I T−1)�Nr s

M r

�−1/a

. (11)

We now need to determine the measure of the total number of firms, M r . This is given by

a free-entry condition that balances the sunk entry cost against the expected profits over the

lifetime of the firm. Denote the sunk cost for region r in composite input units f S
r . Consistent

with Melitz’s steady-state equilibrium, consider that a member of M r has some probability δ

of death in every period. Then in the steady-state equilibrium δM r firms must be replaced

each period at a total nominal cost of δcr f S
r M r . From the perspective of a given firm (with

no discounting or risk aversion) the flow of expected profits would need to cover δcr f S
r . The

expected profits in a given market are given by

π̃r s =
p̃r s q̃r s

σE I T (1+ tr s )
− ch,r f r s , (12)

and the probability of operating in that market is Nr s/M r . The free-entry condition, that deter-
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mines M r , equates expected profits across all markets with the sunk-cost payments:

crδ f S
r =
∑

s

p̃r s q̃r s

(1+ tr s )
(σE I T −1)

aσE I T

Nr s

M r
, (13)

where we have used the zero-cutoff-profit condition to substitute out the operating fixed costs.

With this condition the heterogeneous-firms trade equilibrium is fully specified, but we still

need a determination of demand for the composite input. The market clearance condition

associated with cr must track the disposition of domestic output into the various sunk, fixed,

and variable costs associated with each bilateral market. The market clearance condition is

given as

YE I T,r =δ f S
r M r +
∑

s

Nr s

�
f r s +

τr s q̃r s

φ̃r s

�
. (14)

Conditional on regional composite demand and composite-input supply (QE I T,r and YE I T,r ),

equations (2), (3), (4), (10), (11), (13), and (14) determine the full set of variables associated with

the heterogeneous firms trade equilibrium. The corresponding variables are the composite

price index (Ps ); average-firm prices, quantities, and productivities (p̃r s , q̃r s , and φ̃r s ); measures

of the number of entered and operating firms (M r , and Nr s ); and the price of the composite

input (cr ). Additional details on the heterogeneous-firms theory can be found in Melitz (2003)

and Balistreri and Rutherford (forthcoming).
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